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While halfway there, I saw Mei.

“Ah Mei, are you alright.”Mu Qianji busily ran up and asked.

Mei was shocked, “How are you guys?”

“It’s Omi who came to our rescue in time, Mei, don’t think about it so much.”Mu Qianji saw Ah Mei’s
depressed face, so he comforted her.

“Oh, can you not be depressed.”Ah Mei smiled bitterly.

Soon, back at the camp, Zi Hitomi was still lying in the camp.

“Zi Hitomi.”

“How’s it going, Uncle Min, huh?Them.”

“They got them back, they’re all right.”Omi said.

Zi Hitomi celebrated, “Great.”Zi Hitomi’s eyes looked towards Mei and rejoiced, “Mei, you were
worried sick about me.”

Mei huffed, “I was left halfway through the journey by the Vajra Clan, they disliked me for being ugly.”
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“Ah.”Purple Hitomi was embarrassed that his woman was so ugly that no one even wanted the strong
parts.

“Alright, stop talking, I’ll help you heal.”Omi said.

Next, with Omi’s help, Zi Hitomi healed up her injuries.

It was just that, after this incident, everyone’s mood was not high.

Omi said, “There’s no need for a few little people to affect your mood, so let’s tidy up and continue
eating our barbecue.”

“But, where is the mood.”

“How can there be no mood, let’s grill up.”

Driven by Omi, everyone quickly forgot about the unpleasantness and continued barbecuing until
midnight, when everyone finished and went to sleep in their respective tents.



At this moment, in the Vajra Clan.

“Clan leader, it’s not good.”

“What are you doing in the middle of the night.”An old man of the ninth stage of the Tribulation was
unhappy.

“Clan Chief, Prince Sedin has been killed.”

“What? Who killed my son.”The Vajra Clan’s patriarch was furious.

“It was a human from the Extreme South Continent, and that human is said to be the strongest human
in the Extreme South Continent.”

“Human, I won’t let him go, I will exterminate all the trash humans in the entire Extreme South
Continent.”The clan leader of the Vajra Clan hissed angrily.

That underling was busy saying, “Clan Leader, it’s not that you’re going to exterminate the humans of
the Extreme South Continent, but, rather, people are going to exterminate our Vajra Clan ah.”

“What did you say?Are you sure you’re speaking King Kong?”

“Chief, you’d better meet a man yourself, he’ll tell you things as they are.”

“Bring him in.”

Not long after, a man was brought in, this man, one of the men who went together to arrest Omi’s
woman today.He was there when Prince Sedin was killed and witnessed Prince Sedin’s death.

“Clan Chief, you have to make a decision for Prince Sedin.”

“Say, what happened.”

The man told the matter in a matter-of-fact manner.

The Vajra Clan Chief raged, “Did that human really say that he would come tomorrow at noon to
destroy my Vajra Clan?”

“Yes, he killed Prince Sedin, but not us, he sent us back to send word to you that our Vajra Clan has
offended him, and he is set to come and exterminate the clan tomorrow at noon.”

“How arrogant, I still wanted to go to the extreme southern continent to exterminate the humans, but
I didn’t expect that he would threaten my Vajra clan, ahhh.”The Vajra Clan Leader seemed to be very
angry, and in a moment, transformed into his original body.

The one who transformed out of his original body, his height instantly reached over a thousand meters,
just like a huge chimpanzee.
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; “Ahhhh.”

“Bang, bang, bang” The angry Vajra Clan Chief, pounding his chest, thus to vent his inner annoyance,
each punch made a huge sound.



The entire Vajra clan, seeing the clan leader emitting such anger, also turned out of their original
bodies involuntarily.

“Bang bang bang.”

All of a sudden, the entire Vajra territory was filled with Vajra that were several hundred meters tall
roaring, and the scene was extremely spectacular.

The greatest characteristic of the Vajra was its infinite strength and thick skin, crushing a mountain
with one punch was the smallest thing.

It wasn’t so easy for Omi to go up.

In the blink of an eye, the next day arrived.

After waking up early in the morning, Omi shouted, “Everyone, it’s almost time to depart, we will
return to the Vajra Territory now.”

Yan Xinyi said, “Feng’er, it’s been a night and the anger has subsided, so forget it.”

Omi snorted, “Your anger has subsided, but I haven’t.Auntie, if I wasn’t somewhat capable, then you all
were strong by that group of ugly nose-faced vajra, and you can endure such a big event between
strong?I couldn’t stand it anyway.”

“But they didn’t succeed, after all.”

“Just because they didn’t succeed, doesn’t mean they haven’t done it.”

“Feng’er, Shigure doesn’t mean anything else, I’m just worried about you, after all, the Vajra Clan has
heard that there are parahumans there, in case anything happens.”

Omi said, “So, I’m going to go there by myself, even if I really can’t deal with the parahumans, I have
full confidence that I’ll leave in style.”

“But once you leave, in case another other race appears, then we?”

“Just, come along then, I’ll let you ride on the Sky Eagle, the Vajra may not be able to catch up.Let’s
go.”

Half a day later, Omi and the others returned to the Vajra Clan.

The Vajra Clan’s Vajra were already in strict readiness.

Seeing Omi arrive, an old man of the Vajra Clan instantly rushed up from the ground and stood in
midair, looking at Omi from afar.

“You’ve finally come.”That old man gritted his teeth.

Omi said, “I said that you have offended me, at noon today, I will come to destroy your Vajra Clan, I will
never break my promise.”

“Great tone, even if you don’t come, I’m ready to go to the extreme southern continent and
exterminate you humble humans.It seems that tolerating you rodents living in the Extreme South
Continent all these years has been a real mistake, you should have been exterminated long ago.”The



Vajra Clan Chief gritted his teeth, and the moment he gritted his teeth, his mouth seemed to enlarge,
revealing huge, bony white teeth.

Omi snorted, “That’s just right, either you perish today, or the humans of our Extreme South Continent
perish the next day.”

“Suffer death.”The Vajra Clan Leader instantly transformed into his original body.

“Boom.”At a height of over a thousand meters, Omi could truly be described as an ant in front of him.

However, Omi snorted disdainfully, “With you, you’re not even my opponent.”

After saying that, Omi’s palm cut off, a white practice as fast as lightning, clattered.

“Swoosh.”

“Poof.”

Almost in the blink of an eye, the 1,000-meter Vajra Clan Chief was instantly split in half from head to
thigh by Omi’s white practice, and he didn’t even have time to detach his body.

“Boom.”The body that was split into two halves fell to the left and right respectively, as if two large
mountains had collapsed, and the whole ground trembled with an extremely shocking scene.

“Ah.”On the ground, all the Vajra were silly, their powerful clan leader was split into two pieces in one
move, the Vajra clan leader who was split into two pieces, naturally couldn’t transform into a human,
so the 1,000 meter body lay across the ground, so striking.
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